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The outbreak of virus-induced infectious diseases poses a global public-health challenge. Nucleic acid amplification testing
(NAAT) enables early detection of pandemic viruses and plays a vital role in preventing onward transmission. However, the
requirement of skilled operators, expensive instrumentation, and biosafety laboratories has hindered the use of NAAT for
screening and diagnosis of suspected patients. Here we report development of a fully automated centrifugal microfluidic system
with sample-in-answer-out capability for sensitive, specific, and rapid viral nucleic acid testing. The release of nucleic acids and
the subsequent reverse transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) were integrated into the reaction units
of a microfluidic disc. The whole processing steps such as injection of reagents, fluid actuation by rotation, heating and
temperature control, and detection of fluorescence signals were carried out automatically by a customized instrument. We
validate the centrifugal microfluidic system using oropharyngeal swab samples spiked with severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) armored RNA particles. The estimated limit of detection for armored RNA particles is 2 copies per
reaction, the throughput is 21 reactions per disc, and the assay sample-to-answer time is approximately 70 min. This enclosed
and automated microfluidic system efficiently avoids viral contamination of aerosol, and can be readily adapted for virus
detection outside the diagnostic laboratory.
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1 Introduction

Infectious diseases caused by pathogens are one of the
leading causes of death in the world. According to the sta-
tistics provided by the world health organization (WHO), the
number of deaths attributable to pathogen infections such as
hepatitis, tuberculosis and malaria is 4.3 million worldwide

in 2016 [1]. The emergence and spread of pathogens such as
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) coronavirus,
Ebola virus, H1N1 virus, Zika virus, and severe acute re-
spiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) severely
affect global public health. Early detection of these patho-
gens is of great importance in providing timely treatment and
preventing onward transmission [2–4]. Especially in a virus-
induced public health emergency, there is an urgent need to
develop accurate, rapid, and on-site assays for screening
suspected patients and diagnosing viral infection [5].
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Nucleic acid amplification testing (NAAT) is an effective
tool for clinical pathogen detection, owing to its capability of
specific amplification and sensitive identification of target
sequences [6–10]. Compared with polymerase chain reaction
in detecting pathogens [11], isothermal nucleic acid ampli-
fication obviates the need for thermocycling [12–14], mak-
ing NAAT more rapid and convenient [15–17]. However, the
general requirements for repetitive manual operations such
as nucleic acid extraction and amplification, expensive in-
strumentation, and high-level biosafety laboratories have
hindered the use of NAAT for screening and diagnosis of
infectious diseases outside the clinical diagnostic laboratory
[5].
Microfluidic technology capable of manipulating small

volumes of fluid and integrating a variety of reactions holds
great promise for viral nucleic acid testing [18–29]. For
example, microfluidics combined with a commercially
available coffee mug or portable heating device allowed for
sensitive and rapid detection of Zika virus by integrating
RNA extraction, enrichment, and amplification in a micro-
fluidic device [30–32]. In another work, a multifunctional
microfluidic device pre-loaded with wax-sealed reagents was
designed for extraction and amplification of viral nucleic
acids in a point-of-care format [33]. Our group presented a
microcapillary-based assay for sample-to-answer detection
of HIV virus [34,35]. To enable nucleic acid testing without
the need of electricity, we developed a microfluidic disc
combined with a hand-powered centrifugal device for
sample-to-answer diagnostics of pathogens [36]. Despite the
great potential of microfluidic NAAT, there is still a lack of
fully automated and enclosed microfluidic systems with
sample-in-answer-out capability for sensitive, specific, and
rapid viral nucleic acid testing [37,38].
In this work, we develop an automated centrifugal mi-

crofluidic system (Figure 1) consisting of a microfluidic disc
and a customized instrument for rapid sample-to-answer
detection of SARS-CoV-2 armored RNA particles with high

sensitivity and specificity. The microfluidic disc contains 21
identical and independent reaction units, each of which in-
tegrates the on-chip release of nucleic acids and reverse
transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification (RT-
LAMP). After injection of oropharyngeal swab samples into
the microfluidic disc, the whole processing steps including
sample treatment, RT-LAMP, and fluorescence signal de-
tection were carried out automatically. This enclosed and
automated microfluidic system could rapidly detect viral
nucleic acid without resorting to skilled operators and di-
agnostic laboratories, promoting diagnosis efficiency of in-
fectious diseases.

2 Materials and method

2.1 Reagents

The virus lysis/nucleic acid release kit was purchased from
Sansure Biotech (China). The nucleic release reagent com-
prised of Tris-HCl, Triton X-100, Tween-20, and octylphe-
noxy-poly(ethoxyethanol), which can stabilize pH of
reaction solution to a LAMP-compatible level, protect
single-stranded RNA after virus lysis, and preserve the en-
zyme activity. Three RT-LAMP primer sets targeted to N, E,
and ORF1ab (O) genes of SARS-CoV-2 and two types of
plasmids containing the N genes of SARS-CoV or SARS-
CoV-2 were synthesized by Sangon Biotech (China). Bst
DNA polymerase, avian myeloblastosis virus (AMV) re-
verse transcriptase, calcein kit, and 2× reaction buffer for RT-
LAMP (composed of Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, 40 mM; KCl,
20 mM; MgSO4, 16 mM; (NH4)2SO4, 20 mM; Tween 20,
0.2%; betaine, 1.6 M; dNTPs, 2.8 mM for each type), posi-
tive control RNA (PC RNA), and Primer Mix. RNA (PM
RNA) were purchased from Eiken China (China). Tris buffer
containing 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) was purchased from So-
larbio (China). DNase-free water was purchased from San-
gon Biotech (China). The mineral oil was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (USA).

Figure 1 Overview of the automated centrifugal microfluidic system for sample-to-answer viral nucleic acid testing. (a) Procedures of viral nucleic acid
testing by integrating the release of nucleic acids and reverse transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) detection within a micro-
fluidic disc. Scale bar, 1 cm. (b) Schematic of the customized instrument for automated sample-to-answer detection (color online).
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2.2 Armored RNA construction

The armored RNA particles are a complex of a single-
stranded RNA and MS2 bacteriophage coat protein. Three
types of SARS-CoV-2 armored RNA particles (109 copies/
mL) containing MS2 bacteriophage coat protein and 350-
nucleotide RNA sequence (the part sequence of N gene, the
whole sequence of E gene, or the part sequence of O gene,
Table S1, Supporting Information online) were constructed
by Xiamen Zeesan Biotech (China). Briefly, the recombinant
plasmids encoding a RNA sequence and the phage coat
protein were transformed in Escherichia coli and then ex-
pressed by adding the expression inducer. After cell lysis, the
armored RNA particles were separated and quantified by
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).

2.3 Primers design

Based on the published sequence of SARS-CoV-2 (GenBank
accession number MN908947.3), the primer sets targeted to
the N, E, and O genes of SARS-CoV-2 (termed as N, E, and
O primer set, respectively) were designed using Primer-
Explorer V4 software (http://primerexplorer.jp/e/). Each
primer set consists of the forward outer primer (F3), the
backward outer primer (B3), the forward inner primer (FIP),
the backward inner primer (BIP), and the loop primers (LF
and/or LB) (Figure 2(a), Table S2). The melting temperature
(Tm), Gibbs free energy (ΔG), and G/C rate of the primer sets
are summarized in Table S3. They were further analyzed
with RNAfold web server (http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgi-bin/
RNAWebSuite/RNAfold.cgi) to ensure the absence of hair-
pins and self-complementarity.

2.4 RT-LAMP in tube

The performance of the designed primer sets for RT-LAMP
detection of target sequences was tested in tube. SARS-CoV-
2 armored RNA particles loaded with RNA sequence of N,
E, or O gene were suspended in 4 μL Tris buffer at a con-
centration of 106 copies/μL and mixed with 4 μL lysis buffer.
After 10 min incubation at room temperature, the lysed
sample (8 μL) was mixed with 2.5 μL corresponding primer
set (N or O: 16 μM FIP, 16 μM BIP, 8 μM LB, 2 μM F3, and
2 μM B3; E: 16 μM FIP, 16 μM BIP, 8 μM LF, 8 μM LB,
2 μM F3, and 2 μM B3), 12.5 μL 2× reaction buffer, 1 μL
enzyme mixture, and 1 μL calcein fluorescence indicator in a
micro centrifuge tube, resulting in a total reaction volume of
25 μL. The primer and PC RNA in the commercial kit were
used as positive control (PC). Tris buffer was used as ne-
gative control (NC). The RT-LAMP reaction was performed
by heating the micro centrifuge tube in a metal bath heater at
65 °C for 60 min, and stopped by a water bath at 95 °C for
2 min. The colorimetric results were directly captured under

bright field using a camera.
For the sensitivity test, SARS-CoV-2 armored RNA par-

ticles loaded with RNA sequence of N gene were prepared at
different concentrations of 1–104 copies/μL in Tris buffer
and subjected to RT-LAMP following the above procedures
using N primer set. After the completion of RT-LAMP, the
fluorescence signal arising from calcein was detected under
the excitation at 254 nm by a hand-held UV-flashlight and
the colorimetric signal was directly detected under bright
field.

2.5 Design and fabrication of the centrifugal micro-
fluidic disc

The centrifugal microfluidic disc consisting of 21 identical
reaction units is designed for multiplex viral nucleic acid
testing. The disc is assembled from three layers: Channel
layer I with embedded reaction units, Channel layer II with
sample and reagent injection holes, and the sealing layer
from bottom to top. Channel layer I is a 2 mm thick poly
(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layer with 21 identical re-
action units. Each unit contains 3 chambers: Chamber I for
loading reagents, Chamber II for loading sample, and
Chamber III for nucleic acid release and RT-LAMP reaction
the disc center to the edge. All the chambers have a uniform
depth of 1 mm. The diameter of Chamber I and Chamber II is
5 mm. The length and width of Chamber III are 10.5 and
5 mm. The connection channels between chambers are 1 mm
wide and 0.5 mm deep. Channel layer II is a 2 mm thick
PMMA layer with 21 sample injection holes (3 mm in dia-
meter) and 21 reagent injection holes (5 mm in diameter).

Figure 2 RT-LAMP for detecting N, E and O genes of SARS-CoV-2. (a)
The primer set for N gene. Photographs of RT-LAMP in tubes using 106/μL
SARS-CoV-2 armored RNA particles with N gene and N gene primer set
(b), E gene and E gene primer set (c) and O gene and E gene primer set (d).
All samples generated signals appearing as green after amplification. Tris
buffer was used as NC. The primers and PC-RNA in the commercial kit
were used as PC. Scale bar, 1 cm (color online).
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The sealing layer is a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) layer
for preventing the aerosol contamination during the entire
testing procedures. All the PMMA layers were fabricated
using a computer numerical control (CNC) machine. The
channel layer and sealing layer were bonded at 80 °C and
2000 N force conditions using vacuum hot press bonding
machine (WH-2000A, Wenhao, China).

2.6 Instrumentation

The automated instrument for sample-to-answer detection of
viral nucleic acids is composed of multiple functional
modules for automated reagent injection, centrifugation-
based flow actuation, temperature control, and fluorescence
imaging. The overall size of the customized instrument is
360 mm (depth)×616 mm (width)×526 mm (height). The
injection module is equipped with syringe pumps (LEAD
FLUID, China) for loading different reagents and 4 re-
servoirs for washing buffer (50 mL in volume, DOW
CORNING, USA). The precision of automated reagent in-
jection is ensured by a linear module (Dizi, China) and a
linear module controller (Vince, China). In the flow actua-
tion module, the high-speed rotation of the microfluidic disc
is precisely controlled by a servo motor (Fuji Electric, Japan)
and a servo motor controller (Fuji, Japan). The temperature
control module consists of a proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) temperature controller (Yexian, China), 4 thermo
electric coolers (Shenzhen TECooler, China), and 4 water
coolers (Beijing Jizhi, China). The fluorescence imaging
module is equipped with a light-emitting diode (LED) light
source (3 W power, Mshot, China), a fluorescence filter (Ex/
Em: 375/460 nm, Chroma, USA), an objective lens (0.08
numerical aperture, 6.2 mm working distance, OLYMPUS,
Japan), an electric autofocus system (20 mm focusing range,
HIWIN, China), and a CMOS camera (84% quantum effi-
ciency, TUCSEN, China). The fluorescence signal recorded
by the imaging module was automatically processed by a
build-in program. These functional modules are controlled
by an industrial personal computer (ZhanMei, China) for
instrument automation. The instrument is also integrated
with a 13-inch display (Weichensi, China) to provide a
touchscreen user interface (LabVIEW, 2019, USA) for
monitoring the workflow of sample-to-answer nucleic acid
testing and a real-time view of fluorescence signal at the
reaction unit.

2.7 Nucleic acid detection using the automated in-
strument

For the sample-to-answer detection of viral nucleic acids,
4 μL sample fluid was injected into the Chamber II through
the sample injection hole and sealed by silica gel. Mean-
while, the lysis buffer, RT-LAMP reagents (composed of N

primer set, reaction buffer, enzyme mix, and calcein fluor-
escence indicator), and mineral oil were preloaded into dif-
ferent syringes controlled by the reagent injection module.
The sample-contained microfluidic disc was then mounted in
the instrument, followed by an automated workflow for RT-
LAMP detection of viral nucleic acids: (1) controlled the
syringe to puncture through the PDMS sealing layer and
injected 4 μL lysis buffer into Chamber I; (2) rotated the
microfluidic disc at 3000 r/min for 3 s to centrifuge both the
sample and lysis buffer into Chamber III and incubated at
room temperature for 10 min to release the nucleic acids; (3)
injected 17 μL RT-LAMP reagent into Chamber I; (4) rotated
the microfluidic disc at 3000 r/min for 20 s to mix the lysed
sample with the RT-LAMP reagent in Chamber III; (5) in-
jected 20 μL mineral oil into Chamber I and rotated the
microfluidic disc at 3000 r/min for 3 s. This procedure was
performed by twice to completely fill Chamber III with
mineral oil for tight sealing; (6) heated the microfluidic disc
at 65 °C for 60 min to carry out RT-LAMP; (7) captured the
fluorescence signal of Chamber III and automatically cal-
culated the fluorescence intensity.
For the specificity test, two types of plasmids containing N

genes of SARS-CoV or SARS-CoV-2 (102 copies/μL) were
suspended in DNase-free water to serve as the samples.
DNase-free water was used as the NC. For the sensitivity
test, SARS-CoV-2 armored RNA particles loading with N
gene were suspended in Tris buffer at different concentra-
tions (0.5, 1, 10, 102, and 103 copies/μL) to serve as the
samples. Tris buffer was used as NC. To explore feasibility in
virus detection at clinical setting, oropharyngeal swab sam-
ples from healthy volunteer and spiked with SARS-CoV-2
armored RNA particles containing N gene (0.5 and 103 co-
pies/μL) were used as samples. Tris buffer was used as NC.
Theoretically, a given sample that contains at least one

copy of the target RNA will be detected as positive by
LAMP. In our case, the probability p to successfully detect
target RNA from 4 μL sample containing 2 copies on aver-
age was estimated to be 87% using the Poisson distribution

p e
k= 1 ! = 87% (1)
k

k =0

where λ=2 is the average number of target RNA per 4 μL
sample and k=0 represents the absence of target RNAwithin
the sample.

2.8 Computational fluid dynamic simulation

To investigate the impact-induced mixing between sample
and reagent solutions within the reaction unit, the computa-
tional fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation was performed using
a finite-volume solver (Fluent 6.4, ANSYS Inc., USA). The
motion of liquid and air phases within the reaction unit was
obtained by using the volume of fluid (VOF) model, in which
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continuity and momentum equations depending on the vo-
lume fraction of each phase were solved:

t

t p

u

u uu u g F
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where αi , ρi, and ui are the volume fraction, density, and
velocity vector of i-th phase, respectively, p is the pressure, η
is the dynamic viscosity of fluid, g is the vector of the cen-
trifugal acceleration, and F is the surface tension force per
unit volume. To solve the equations, least square cell based
gradient was used for spatial discretization, QUICK scheme
was used for momentum discretization, and PRESTO was
used for pressure discretization. Time step was set to be 1 μs.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Centrifugal microfluidic system for viral nucleic
acid testing

The fully automated centrifugal microfluidic system for
sample-to-answer detection of viral nucleic acids is com-
prised of a customized instrument, an integrated microfluidic
disc, and a reagent set for the release of nucleic acids and RT-
LAMP detection (Figure 1, Figure S1, Supporting Informa-
tion online). The instrument consists of multiple functional
modules for automated reagent injection, centrifugation-
based flow actuation, temperature control, fluorescence
imaging, and data processing, allowing for automatically
streamlining the entire procedures of viral nucleic acid
testing. The microfluidic disc with 21 independent reaction
units was loaded with virus samples and then mounted onto
the automated instrument. Virus lysis buffer, RT-LAMP re-
agents, and mineral oil were sequentially injected into the
microfluidic disc for on-chip release of viral nucleic acids,
amplification of target RNA, and sealing of reaction unit.
After each injection, the microfluidic disc was under pro-
gram-controlled high-speed rotation for actuating and mix-
ing different fluids. The on-chip release of viral nucleic acids
was performed at room temperature for 10 min, and RT-
LAMP reaction was at 65 °C up to 60 min using PID tem-
perature controller. Fluorescence signal indicating the pre-
sence of target RNA was recorded by the imaging module
and processed by the built-in program. This automated
centrifugal microfluidic system enables the sample-to-
answer detection of viral nucleic acids in 70 min with
minimal operation.

3.2 RT-LAMP in tube

We designed three primer sets targeted to N, E and O genes

of SARS-CoV-2 (Figure 2, Table S2) and tested their per-
formance for RT-LAMP detection of target sequences in
tube. The primers and PC RNA in the commercial kit were
used as PC. Tris buffer was used as NC. 106/μL SARS-CoV-
2 armored RNA particles loaded with RNA sequences of N,
E or O gene were first treated with the lysis buffer to release
nucleic acids at room temperature for 10 min, and then
subjected to RT-LAMP at 65 °C for 60 min. As shown in
Figure 2, all samples generated signals appearing as green
after amplification, indicating that the N, E and O primer sets
can be used for RT-LAMP in tube.
As SARS-CoV-2 shows a higher transcript level of N gene

than that of O gene, the detection of N gene may provide
better diagnostic performance [39]. To assess the sensitivity
of RT-LAMP for detecting N gene of SARS-CoV-2, serial
dilution test was performed using armored RNA particles
with N gene. After lysis treatment and RT-LAMP, the bright
green fluorescence for armored RNA particles from 1 to 104

copies/μL was observed in tubes using the N primer set,
indicating the high sensitivity of RT-LAMP (Figure 3).

3.3 Centrifugal microfluidic disc

The centrifugal microfluidic disc has 21 identical reaction
units enabling the multiplex analysis of viral nucleic acids
with sample-in-answer-out capability (Figure 4(a)). Each
reaction unit consists of 3 chambers, including a chamber for
loading reagents (Chamber I), a chamber for loading samples
(Chamber II), and a reaction chamber (Chamber III) from the
disc center to the edge. After loading the samples by pipette
into Chamber II, the microfluidic disc was tightly sealed by
the silica gel (Figure 4(b)). Virus lysis buffer, RT-LAMP
reagents, and mineral oil were sequentially injected into

Figure 3 Colorimetric and fluorescent detection of N gene in armored
RNA particles at different concentrations of 1–104 copies/μL using the N
primer set. Tris buffer was used as NC. Scale bar, 1 cm (color online).
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Chamber I. The release of viral nucleic acids and amplifi-
cation of target RNA were performed in Chamber III. The
fluorescence signal indicating the presence of target RNA
can be directly observed in Chamber III as the entire mi-
crofluidic disc was made from transparent materials (PMMA
and PDMS). The sealing of reaction unit was tested by
heating the microfluidic chip at 65 °C for 60 min (to mimic
LAMP amplification) (Figure S2). No leakage or liquid
evaporation was observed as Rhodamine B liquid segment
inside the reaction unit remained unchanged. The complete
seal of reaction unit ensured that the amplicons will not
become aerosol to contaminate the next LAMP.
To enable the rapid, on-demand mixing of samples with

reagents in the Chamber III, two adjacent chambers were
bridged by a microchannel with 1000 μm in width (w) and
500 μm in depth (h). Under stagnant conditions, a convex
liquid front was formed at the junction of the microchannel
and the chamber due to the sudden expansion configuration,
resulting in a pressure barrier (Δp) directing toward the li-
quid phase to stop the flow [40]:

( ){ }p w
w
h

p
r r

= 2 cos cos min + , 180°

=
(3)

c c

m

where γ=7.2×10−2 N/m is the liquid-air surface tension,
θc=71° is the contact angle, β=90° is the wedge angle of the
sudden expansion, ρ=103 kg/m3 is the fluid density, rm is the
average distance between liquid front, and Δr is the length of

the liquid body. Given an rm of 32 mm and a Δr of 2.3 mm,
the minimum rotation rate required to overcome the pressure
barrier was estimated to be 229 r/min. Therefore, the setting
rotation rate of 3000 r/min was high enough to actuate the
fluid into Chamber III (Figure S3). CFD simulation revealed
an impact-induced mixing between sample and reagent so-
lutions at 3000 r/min, which significantly reduced the char-
acteristic diffusion length to ~0.1 mm within 55 ms
(Figure 5). The minimal diffusion time for complete mixing
was estimated to be 17 s using the following equation:

t L
D= 6 (4)
2

where L=0.1 mm is the characteristic diffusion length and
D=10−10 m2/s is the diffusion coefficient estimated for Bst
enzyme (66.5 kDa).

3.4 Automated instrumentation

For sample-in-answer-out detection of viral nucleic acids, an
automated, stand-alone instrument was designed (Figure 6
(a)). The instrument is composed of (1) syringe pumps
equipped with injection needles for loading reagents; (2) a
motor for rotating the microfluidic disc at high speed; (3) a
temperature controlling system for carrying out RT-LAMP
reaction; (4) an imaging system for real-time quantifying the
fluorescence signal; and (5) an industrial personal computer
for controlling the modules to streamline the entire proce-
dures. The operator only needs to pipette the samples into the
microfluidic disc and mount it into the instrument for rapid

Figure 4 Centrifugal microfluidic disc for viral nucleic acid testing. (a) Layer-by-layer structure of the microfluidic disc. From bottom to top: Channel layer
I, Channel layer II, and the sealing layer. Scale bar, 2 cm. (b) The structure of reaction unit consisting of 3 chambers. From disc center to edge: Chamber I for
reagent injection, Chamber II for sample injection, and Chamber III for nucleic acid release and RT-LAMP reaction. Scale bar, 0.5 cm. (c) Step-by-step
illustration of viral nucleic acid release, amplification, and detection within the integrated microfluidic disc (color online).
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detection of viral nucleic acids, without the requirement of
skilled personnel and clinical diagnostic laboratory.
To characterize the performance of customized instrument,

its accuracy for reagent injection was first tested (Figure 6
(b)). We set the injection volumes to be 4 μL (for nucleic acid
release reagents) and 17 μL (for LAMP reagents), and
measured the actual volumes after automated injection. A
standard deviation of <2% was obtained, showing the good
accuracy and reproducibility of the injection system.We next
assessed the rotation stability of instrument (Figure 6(c)). By
setting the rotation rate at 3000 r/min for 3 s, we observed a
sudden increase in measured rotation rate from 0 to
3000 r/min, followed by a plateau at 3000 r/min for 3 s. In
addition, a temperature of 65 °C (for RT-LAMP reaction)
could be maintained more than 90 min using the temperature
controlling system (Figure 6(d)). The imaging system for
collecting signals showed an intra-unit variation of <2% and
an inter-unit variation of <3% (Figure 6(e)).

3.5 Automated detection of nucleic acids

To demonstrate the automated detection of viral nucleic acids
by the centrifugal microfluidic system, we loaded different
concentrations of SARS-CoV-2 armored RNA particles with
N gene (0.5, 1, 10, 102, 103 copies/μL) into five reaction units

of the microfluidic disc, and used the instrument to carry out
on-chip release of viral nuclei acids, RT-LAMP, and real-
time fluorescence signal detection. Tris buffer was used as
NC. The amplification curve of armored RNA particles at
103 copies/μL showed a sharp increase at ~35 min and
reached a maximum fluorescent intensity at 45 min after
amplification (Figure 7(a)). All samples with different RNA
concentrations from 0.5 to 103 copies/μL could be amplified
and detected within 55 min. The limit of detection of this
automated centrifugal microfluidic system was 2 copies per
reaction for detecting SARS-CoV-2 armored RNA particles.
The entire assay sample-to-answer time was less than
70 min.
To test the specificity of the microfluidic assay, plasmids

containing N gene of SARS-CoVor SARS-CoV-2 were used.
Based on the analysis using the Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool (BLAST), the amplification sequences of N
gene of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 had a similarity of
87% (Figure S4). As shown in Figure 7(b), SARS-CoV-2
plasmids (102 copies/μL) could be detected by the automated
microfluidic system, whereas SARS-CoV plasmids (102

copies/μL) and negative control (NC, water) could not be
amplified (Figure 7(b)). This is attributed to the use of
LAMP primers that specifically recognize six regions of
target sequences, allowing for high specificity detection of
SARS-CoV-2 using the automated microfluidic system.
We next demonstrated the practical applications of auto-

mated microfluidic system for viral detection using or-
opharyngeal swab samples from healthy volunteer and
spiked with SARS-CoV-2 armored RNA particles (0.5, 103

copies/μL) (Figure 8(a)). No fluorescence signals were de-
tected for the swab sample without armored RNA particles as
well as for NC (tris buffer) after microfluidic sample treat-
ment and RT-LAMP (Figure 8(b)). In contrast, the swab
sample spiked with even 0.5 copies/μL armored RNA par-
ticles showed a positive signal. These results collectively
demonstrate that the automated microfluidic system with
good performance can be adapted to detect viral nucleic
acids in a sample-to-answer manner.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we developed a fully automated centrifugal
microfluidic system for sample-to-answer detection of viral
nucleic acids in 70 min with minimal operation. The mi-
crofluidic system was comprised of a customized instrument,
an integrated microfluidic disc, and a reagent set for the
release of nucleic acids and RT-LAMP detection. The limit
of detection for SARS-CoV-2 armored RNA particles was 2
copies per reaction, and the assay did not cross-react with
SARS-CoV. The oropharyngeal swab samples spiked with
SARS-CoV-2 armored RNA particles down to 0.5 copies/μL

Figure 5 CFD simulation of an impact-induced mixing between sample
and reagent solutions at 3000 r/min. Scale bar, 3 mm (color online).
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could be detected. To make our system more compatible to
NAAT outside the diagnostic laboratory, technical im-
provements are required to further reduce the instrument
size, including minimizing the diameter of the microfluidic

disc by using higher rotation speed, simplifying flow control
modulus by preloading lyophilized reagents in the micro-
fluidic device, and optimizing the arrangement of optical
path and using photomultiplier tube instead of CMOS cam-
era for fluorescence detection. We envisioned that this mi-
crofluidic system free of aerosol contamination may
facilitate viral nucleic acid detection outside the diagnostic
laboratory, promoting diagnosis efficiency of infectious
diseases and preventing onward transmission.
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